
Dogger Can't you Sleep Little Bear Perfectly Norman Ruby's Worry Burglar Bill My Monster and Me

belonged settled extraordinary explore comfortable arrived

fond groaned uncomfortable discovered suddenly gigantic

anxiously curling up swooping wondered creeps growly

searched glow miserable enormous wonders bossier

exciting hooked hesitantly barely hurry budge

terrible twinkly problematic unexpected terrible suddenly

practising puzzled wonderful shrink fright stroked

staring cosy nervously tumbled pinched

Room on The Broom Stick Man Cops and Robbers Sonya's Chicken Five Minutes Peace Owl Babies

searched twirl fondness spruced sneaked hunting

grinned tumbling bounded tending plonked silent

shriek shove dreadful nestled pleasant fuss

magnificent weary prowl ruckus trailed bounced

politely chuckle gloomy crept muttered swooped

clutched doze rumpled cowering groaned brave

keen clattering whirled exhausted peace flapped

grateful drifts skidded beamed

How to be a Viking One Snowy Night
The Owl Who was 

Afraid of the dark

The Bear and The 

Piano
Lost and Found On the Way Home

fierce cosy peered passion ignored sneaking

shivering miserable startled bounded floated gasped

roaring snuggled glow longed disappointment crammed

trembled shivering faded admiration discovered soaring

tremendous shoved necessary explore delight vast

twinkling scraping somersault missed lonely gloomy

peculiar fierce gentle proud searched slithering

shrieking chuckle exploring stumbled wonderful struggled

Talk Through Stories- Vocabulary Progression

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1



There's a Snake in my 

School
Click Clack Moo Frockodile

The Giant Jam 

Sandwich
Farmer Duck Six Dinner Sid!

crammed impossible whirled nuisance crept discoverd

meance furious fierce mighty wriggled slipout

encouraged impatient sniggered leaped creaked unlike

announced demand delighted spoil wearily tough

dashed gathered disgrace swelled fled damp

overjoyed decided swiftly squealed squeezed suspicious

Mmschievous snoop adorable humming believed

bellowed emergency astonishment dived furious

Cottonwool Colin A Little Bit Brave Gecko's Echo The Lion Inside
Where the Wild Things 

Are
Missing Richmond

shrieked daring brave sparkled mischief trekked

bold stomped muttered craggy roared gathering

afraid adventure spied meek staring searched

bedraggled scurrying scampered whimpered terrible immediately

horrified proud beware ignored tumbled rescue

whooped familiar boomed impressed lonely distract

survived whimpered crept slumbering blinking celebrate

wrapped gobbled precious mighty gracefully

Anna Hisbiscus' Song Handa's Hen Ravi's Roar
The Extrodinary 

Gardener
Elmer Slow Samson

amazing hunted squash imagination slipped away arrived

invited fluttery furious wild absolutely distracted

delighted peered growled ordinary serious chared

daring waving nervous roamed burst annoyed

squeeze shiny leapt soared gasped sobbed

blame peeped dared longed celebrate received

zoom scurried wild discovered decorate rushed

lurks skipped lonely

Summer 1

Summer 2

Spring 2


